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JUSTMAD 2019 
 

Spain’s flagship emerging art fair opens its 10th anniversary edition  
 
 
MADRID, 26 February 2019 - The 10th edition of JUSTMAD, Spain’s leading international 
platform for the brightest and boldest emerging names in contemporary art, opens its doors in 
Madrid today, taking place at the Palacio de Neptuno, located in the heart of the Spanish 
capital’s art district. To mark its 10th anniversary, JUSTMAD presents over 60 participants from 
across Europe and the Americas, featuring works by a total of more than 160 artists.  
 
After seeing a 28% increase in sales in its last edition, JUSTMAD now prepares for its next 
decade, with a notable increase in participants in this year’s edition as well as a greater 
internationalisation in its programme, with galleries from countries including Austria, Brasil, 
Cuba, France, Italy, Mexico, Portugal, Spain, the UK, Uruguay, the USA and Venezuela. 
 
Central to JUSTMAD’s ethos is the commitment to generating fresh creative output from 
emerging artists far and wide - as such, a large part of the programmes artists have created 
new works which will be displayed for the first time at this year’s edition of the fair. A number of 
these new creations are the products of this year’s edition of the fair’s artist residency 
programme, JUST RESIDENCE, which underlines the fair’s continued commitment to actively 
developing young artists and launching them into the contemporary art market. The residency 
has been running since January, under the mentorship of Spanish video artist Eugenio 
Ampudia, at Espacio Oculto in Madrid.  
 
Over the past 10 years, JUSTMAD has been a place to discover the cutting edge of art, acting 
as a crucial instrument in feeding the art market with bold new talent, both in Spain and abroad. 
Galleries such as Sabrina Amrani (Madrid), Espai Tactel (Valencia), José Robles (Madrid), 
Catherine Bastilde (Brussels), Galería Vermelho (Sao Paulo), Nuno Centeno (Porto), 
Kubikgallery (Porto) and Zinc (Munich-Berlin) are among the galleries that have grown 
enormously since JUSTMAD’s support for them in the early days of their success and 
reputation.  



 

Several renowned curators have directed JUSTMAD since its early days, such as Giulietta 
Speranza, Virginia Torrente, Guillermo Espinosa and Gregorio Cámara. Many other artists and 
curators from Spain and abroad have also participated in the various editions of the fair, such 
as Martí Manen, Ana Luiza Teixeira, Javier Duero, Tim Goossens, Ángel Calvo Ulloa, Asier 
Mendizabal and Carlos Garaicoa, among others. 
 
JUSTMAD was the first Spanish art fair to expand beyond Spain into the international market. In 
2012 it took JUSTMADMIA to Miami. More recently, the fair looked to Portugal, with the first 
edition of JUSTLX taking place in Lisbon in May 2018. In anticipation of the second edition of 
JUSTLX coming up later this year, JUSTMAD 2019 sees a special focus on Portugal, with a total 
of twelve Portuguese galleries participating in the section SOLO PORTUGAL.  
 
JUSTMAD is also the fair in which to begin collecting, helping young people to encounter and 
engage with the most interesting contemporary art with confidence, discovering quality and 
critique. The platform is committed to developing and nurturing the future generation of leading 
art collectors, through initiatives such as its Pilar Citoler Foundation’s Young Collector Award.  
 
Several other awards are also presented at the fair, including acquisition awards provided by 
art collections likes DKV Collection, Room Mate Hotels Collection, Oliva Arauna Collection, 
Rucandio Collection and TMF Collection, as well as the ENAIRE Foundation’s Young 
Photography Award. These awards are in line with JUSTMAD’s conviction to promote the 
bravest new creations through activities beyond just traditional collecting. “We believe that the 
most challenging projects entering the market need to be nurtured through institutional prizes 
that enable less commercial artists to continue creating,” said Semíramis González, artistic co-
director of JUSTMAD. “We must also value and promote the efforts of aspiring collectors who 
need incentives to embark on the adventure of art collecting. As such, we have ensured to 
involve a number of prestigious institutions in funding generous prizes,” added Daniel Silvo, 
also artistic co-director of JUSTMAD. 
 
Aside from major art foundations, several cultural institutions such as Área de Cultura de el 
Cabildo de Lanzarote, Institut d’Estudis Baleàrics–Illenc and Universidad Francisco de Vitoria, 
and publishers such as Libros del Zorro Rojo, Fueradcarta, Grupo Planeta and VEGAP, also 
collaborate in this year’s fair. Furthemore, the Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Oncológicas 
(National Center for Oncological Research), presents a unique collaboration between quantum 
physicist Ignacio Cirac and photographer Chema Madoz, exploring the common territories 
between scientific investigation and artistic creation.  
 
JUSTMAD’s esteemed selection committee ensures a high level of artistic quality in the 
programming, and consists of gallerists Nathaniel Pitt (Pitt Studio, London), Norberto Dotor 
(Fúcares, Almagro) and Rui Brito (Galería 111, Lisboa), as well as collectors Oliva Arauna, Pilar 
Ciloter y Basola Vallés. 
 
Artistic co-director Daniel Silvo said: “We have been on the frontline of everything that the 
country’s artistic sector has been through over the last 10 years. Despite being born in the 



 

midst of the most severe crisis of our era, JUSTMAD’s resilient upward journey in many ways 
reflects Spain’s recovery. We are dedicated to ensuring that artists and galleries grow along 
with us.” 
 
Artistic co-director Semíramis González said: “Our role in developing the emerging art market 
is not just about promoting young artists - it is also about supporting the next generation of 
collectors that will drive the artistic economy of the future. In addition to youth, there are some 
other crucial trends driving in the global market, such as the representation of female artists, to 
which JUSTMAD has always been committed. We take gender-equal representation very 
seriously, which is an important step for the creative economy.” 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  



 

GENERAL PROGRAMME  

 
 
The following galleries feature in the general programme this year:  
 
55sp – Sao Paulo 
A ciegas – Madrid  
Acervo – Lisbon 
Alalimón Gallery – Barcelona  
Antonia Puyó – Zaragoza 
AP Gallery – Ayllón, Segovia 
Arena Martínez Projects – Madrid  
Art Concept Alternative – Vero Beach, Florida,  
Artig Gallery – Berlin and Barcelona 
Aurora Vigil-Escalera – Gijón 
Burning Giraffe – Turin 
Cámara Oscura – Madrid 
Coll Blanc espai d'art – Castellón 
Diana Saravia – Montevideo 
Eldevenir – Malaga 
Es.Arte Gallery – Marbella 
Espacio Líquido – Gijón 
Estudio de Arte Contemporáneo - Havana 
Flux23 – Vienna 
Fúcares – Almagro 
Galería 111 – Lisbon 
Galería Estampa – Madrid 
Gema Llamazares – Gijón 
Guillermina Caicoya art projects – Oviedo 
HEARTBEATS – Mexico City 
Herrero de Tejada – Madrid 
Kernel – Cáceres 
La Gran – León 
Loo & Lou – Paris 
Luis Burgos – Madrid 
Marisa Marimón – Ourense 
Metro – Santiago de Compostela 
Monumental – Lisbon 
Nordés – Santiago de Compostela 
Galerie Panoptikum - Gilgenberg am Weilhart, Austria 
Pep Llabrés – Palma de Mallorca 
Pitt Studio – London 
Projekteria – Barcelona 



 

Ruiz Linares – Granada 
Set Espai d’art – Valencia 
Silvestre – Madrid 
Trema – Lisbon 
Trinta - Santiago de Compostela 
Via Thorey – Vitoria, Brasil 
White Noise – Rome 
  



 

SOLO PORTUGAL 
 
 
The first edition of JUSTLX took place in Lisbon in May of 2018. This year, JUSTMAD presents a 
selection of important Portuguese galleries in the section SOLO PORTUGAL, curated by 
JUSTLX’s artistic director Lourenço Egreja. This special section looks to strengthen the 
Portuguese presence at the Madrid fair and bring the artistic worlds of Spain and Portugal 
closer together.  
 
Lourenço Egreja is an independent curator, of projects such as Carpe Diem Arte e Pesquisa, 
Associação Abraço and Projeto Correspondência. After finishing his master’s degree in History 
of Art in the US with a Fulbright scholarship, he worked for the Roy Lichstenstein Foundation. 
He has taken part in international projects such as Paralela 2010 in Sao Paulo and was involved 
in curating the Rui Horta Pereira exhibition at Atelier Fidalga, in the same city. 
 
The galleries participating in SOLO PORTUGAL are:  
 
Sete – Coimbra 
Arte Periférica – Lisbon 
Perve – Lisbon 
Sala 117 – Oporto 
Ratton – Lisbon 
Galeria das Salgadeiras – Lisbon 
Galeria São Mamede – Lisbon 
Galeria Nuno Sacramento – Ílhavo 
 
JUSTLX 2019 takes place in Lisbon on 16-19 May this year, with the sponsorship of 
FUNDACION MILLENIUM BCP. The programme will be announced soon.  
 
 
 

JUST RESIDENCE 
 
 
These residencies ara a regular feature at JUSTMAD, supporting young creation and making a 
bold commitment to the training and professional development of artists. Past editions have 
seen the artists working in locations like Madrid, Málaga, Avilés and Genalguacil and have been 
led by artists and curators such as Carlos Garaicoa, Darío Escobar, Andrea Pacheco y Asier 
Mendizabal. Various European and Latin American artists have participated, including Liliana 
Zapata, Mariana Murcia, Gustavo Blanco-Uribe and Anna Nosowicz. 
 
 
 



 

THE MENTOR 
 
Eugenio Ampudia is one of Spain’s most internationally acclaimed video artists. As a 
multidisciplinary artist, he approaches the artistic processes from a critical point of view; the 
artist as a promoter of ideas, the political role of creators, the meaning of art pieces, the 
strategies that allow to bring them to life, their mechanisms of production, promotion and 
consumption, the efficiency of spaces assigned to art, as well as the analysis and experience of 
those who watch and interprets them.  
 
His work has been internationally exhibited in places as ZKM, Karlsruhe, Germany; Jordan 
National Gallery of Fine Arts, Amman, Jordan; Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil, Mexico DF, Centro de 
las Artes de Monterrey and Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Oaxaca, Mexico; Boston Center 
for the Arts, Boston (MA), USA; Ayala Museum, Manila, Philippines; Abierto X Obras, Matadero 
Madrid, Spain; MAC Gas Natural Fenosa, La Coruña, Spain; and in Biennials such as Singapore 
and Havana’s The End of the World Biennial. And it is also held in collections of museums as 
MNCARS, MUSAC, ARTIUM, IVAM, and La Caixa, among others. 
 
THE ARTISTS 
  
The artists selected for the 2019 residency were: Olalla Gómez (Madrid, 1982), sent by Antonia 
Puyó, Zaragoza; Diogo Tudela (Oporto, 1987), sent by Sala 117, Porto; Varvara Guljajeva & Mar 
Canet (Estonia and Barcelona, 1981), sent by Alalimón, Barcelona; and Jonathan Notario (León, 
1981), sent by Eldevenir, Málaga. 
 
 
 

AWARDS AT JUSTMAD 
 
 
Awards have been a constant feature of JUSTMAD, in line with its conviction that it is necessary 
to promote the bravest new creations through activities that go further than traditional 
collectionism.  
 
This year, as in past editions, several prizes at the fair recognise the work of participating artists 
and also promote collecting among the new generation of art lovers.  
 
A number of acquisition awards from different art collections offer important accolades of 
different values, including the prestigious DKV Collection, which awards its prize to a Spanish 
artist displayed by one of the fair’s participating galleries.  
 
Other acquisition prizes are awarded by art collections including Room Mate Hotels, Oliva 
Arauna, Rucandio Collection and TMF Collection. 
 



 

The Young Collector Award, led by the Pilar Citoler Foundation, will award an emerging 
collector who has acquired a work at the fair, granting a sum of money to be spent on a second 
art work from any of the participating galleries. 
 
The main objective of the ENAIRE Foundation’s Young Photography Award is to promote and 
incentivise the formation of the winning artist’s career, by way of a continued project spread out 
over several months (from March until May). It is not an award for a new project, but rather 
supports the continuity and visibility of one in which the artist is already working, bringing 
continuance and concentration to their production, and ultimately providing a space for the 
work to be displayed. The idea is to drive the project and enable its growth, allowing the 
winning artist to continue their investigation. 
 
During these months, María Primo (first runner up of the Fundación ENAIRE Photographer 
Award, 2018) will mentor the winner through various tutorial sessions; the mentorship also 
includes two masterclasses with Juan Millás (winner of the Fundación ENAIRE Photographer 
Award in 2018) and Eduardo Nave (second runner up in 2018).  
 
Other prizes awarded at JUSTMAD over the past 10 years include the ART FAIRS Emerging 
Artist Prize, which has seen recognised figures such as Secundino Hernández, Carlos Garaicoa
, Ana Laura Aláez, Los Carpinteros, Joan Morey, Daniel Canogar and Miki Leal, among others, 
award emerging creators such as Nicolás Robbio, Amélie Bouvier and Anna Kunz, who have 
subsequently gone on to develop solid artistic careers.  
 
 
 

OTHER COLLABORATIONS  
 
 
JUSTMAD has always been dedicated giving greater visibility to women, both artists and 
gallerists, always promoting the highest quality female talent in the world of emerging art, and 
the directorial team ensures that female participants feature heavily in the programme year-on-
year. Furthermore, the association Mujeres en las Artes Visuales (Women in Visual Arts) are 
granted free access to the fair, an initiative that has been in place for many years. 
 
Among the arts institutions participating in JUSTMAD are Cabildo de Lanzarote, which brings 
works by artists from this Canary Island to the fair; the Institut d’Estudis Baleàrics–Illenc whose 
stand presents artists from the Balearic Islands; and the Universidad Francisco de Vitoria, 
whose programme EMERGE, curated by Francisco Carpio, aims to launch the artistic careers of 
students from this Basque university.  
 
Publishers such as Libros del Zorro Rojo, Fueradcarta and VEGAP also present their books at 
JUSTMAD 2019.  
 



 

Exploring the world beyond art, the fair also collaborates with the CNIO & Arte project, an 
initiative by the Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Oncológicas (National Center for 
Oncological Research) to bring together the greatest artists and scientists from around the 
world to explore the common territories between scientific investigation and artistic creation. 
This project forms part of a fundamental principle, that both science and art are indispensable 
to understand and interpret the world, and that both can take inspiration from each other. In the 
worlds of Maria A. Blasco, director of CNIO: “Scientists and artists have always looked upon the 
unknown, the darkness, without fear of entering it.” For this edition of JUSTMAD, quantum 
physicist Ignacio Cirac and photographer Chema Madoz have been invited to present their 
collaboration.  
 
 
 

BIOGRAPHIES AND NOTES 
 

 
ABOUT SEMÍRAMIS GONZÁLEZ  
Semíramis González is an independent curator and art historian who has developed projects 
with institutions including LABoral Centro de Arte (Gijón), Museu Es Baluard (Palma de 
Mallorca), Centro de Arte de Alcobendas, Centro Atlántico de Arte Moderno (Gran Canaria) and 
PhotoEspaña. She has also curated exhibitions of emerging artists in art galleries and 
independent spaces and teaches at Madrid’s Centro Internacional de Fotografía y Cine, 
specialising in feminist and queer artistic practices. She contributes to several media outlets 
including The Huffington Post, Tribuna Feminista and La Nueva España. 
 
ABOUT DANIEL SILVO 
Daniel Silvo is an artist and curator who has carried out projects midway between artistic 
production and curatorship for organisations including the CAAC (Sevilla), Tabacalera. Espacio 
Promoción del Arte (Madrid), Lugar a Dudas (Cali, Colombia) and Impakt Works (Utrecht, 
Netherlands). As an artist, his recent work deals with the idea of nuclear disaster as a means of 
contemplating the concept of utopia, the future and the relation between culture and nature. He 
currently also directs the independent project Atelier Solar. 
 
ABOUT ART FAIRS 
Art Fairs is a Spanish company and promoter of art fairs and cultural events. Since 2009 it has 
organised the fairs MADRIDFOTO (International Photography fair, 4 editions in Madrid), 
JUSTMAD (International Emerging Art Fair, 10 editions in Madrid), JUSTMADMIA (International 
Emerging Art Fair of Miami, 1 edition in Miami) SUMMA (international Fair of Contemporary Art, 3 
editions in Madrid) and last May, the first edition of JUSLX in Lisbon. 
 
 
 
 



 

PRESS IMAGES:  

https://bit.ly/2GWV2mh 

 

PRESS CONTACTS: 

 Belén Polanco: prensa@justmad.es (Spain, Portugal, Latin America) 

 Agnish Ray:  agnish@agnishray.com (Other international) 
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